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SUMMARY

Selection has been practised for high and low final height in a population of 81
highly inbred lines derived by single seed descent from a random sample of the
F2 of the cross of varieties 1 and 5 of Nicotiana rustica in the poorest, best and
average of 15 environments. The properties of the resulting selections show
that the high selection made in the best environment has a greater environmental
sensitivity than that made in the poorest environment while the low selection
made in the best environment has a lower environmental sensitivity than that
made in the poorest environment. The selections made in the average environ-
ment have intermediate environmental sensitivities. These selections confirm
the rules laid down by Jinks and Connolly (1975) relating the environmental
sensitivities of selections to the selection environment.

1. INTRODUCT'ION

JINKs and Connolly (1975) showed that both high and low selections for
rate of growth in the basidiomycete, Schizophyllum commune, differed in
their environmental sensitivities according to whether selection was based
on assessments in a good or in a poor environment. They argued that this
is inevitable where the environmental sensitivity of the character selected
and its mean performance are, at least, in part under the control of different
gene loci (Perkins and Jinks, 1968 and 1973; Caligari and Mather, 1975;
Jinks, Jayasekara and Boughey, 1977). The greater the independence of
the genetical control of the two aspects of the phenotype the greater the
influence of the environment used for selection on the environmental
sensitivity of the selections made in it.

The effect of the selection environment can be generalised as follows:

(a) Selection for high performance (H) in an above average environment
will lead to selections with above average environmental sensitivity
(h).

(b) The same selection (H) in a below average environment will lead
to selections with below average environmental sensitivity (1).

(c) Selection for low performance (L) in an above average environment
will lead to selections with below average environmental sensitivity
(I).

(d) The same selection (L) in a below average environment will lead
to selections with above average environmental sensitivity (h).
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These expectations have a strong theoretical basis and unambiguous
empirical support from the S. commune selection experiment (Jinks and
Connolly, 1973, 1975; Connolly and Jinks, 1975). But while the results of
selection experiments in mice (Bateman, 1971) and Tribolium (Orozco,
1976) are consistent with some aspects of these expectations no further
independent supporting evidence has been reported. In this paper we
therefore report pure breeding selections from the cross of varieties 1 and
5 of Nicotiana rustica which are in complete agreement with these expecta-
tions.

2. MATERIAL

The material is 81 of the 82 highly inbred lines derived from a random
sample of the F2 of the cross of varieties 1 and 5 of N. rustica by single
seed descent (Perkins and Jinks 1973). The data consist of final height
recorded on 15 field assessments of these 81 lines in different seasons and
locations and at different sowing dates and planting densities (for details
see Pooni and Jinks, 1980 table 1). Of the 15 field trials the poorest in
terms of plant growth and final size with an average plant height of 82•85 cm
is a high density planting at the Avoncroft site in the exceptionally hot dry
summer of 1976. The best on the same criteria with an average plant height
of 12942 cm is a late sown trial at normal planting density on the University
site in 1971. The mean performances and environmental sensitivities of
the high (H) and low (L) selections that would have been made on the
basis of those two trials are given in table 1. The mean performance is the
average plant height achieved by a selection in all trials; environmental
sensitivity is measured as the square root of the variance of plant height
of a selection over all environments.

TABLE 1

The mean performances and environmental sensitivities of high and low selections for final
height made in the poorest, best and in an average environment and on the basis of the mean

performance in all environments

High Selection Low Selection
Mean Environmental Mean Environmental

Selection Environment performance sensitivity performance sensitivity

Poorest 12376 1459 9462 1214
Average 14111 1616 8524 1F53
Best 13133 2O44 9163 836
Mean of all 14I11 1616 8342 997

environments

For comparison the mean performances and environmental sensitivities
of two controls are also given in table 1. One is the high and low selections
that would have been made on the basis of the trial which was conducted
in the average of the 15 environments where the average plant height was
112•68 cm. The second is the high and low selections that would have been
made on the basis of the average plant heights of the 81 lines over all 15
environments, that is, on their mean performances which averaged
11245 cm.
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3. RESULTS

The mean performances and environmental sensitivities of the high and
low selections as measured over all 15 environments show (table 1):

(a) The better the selection environment the higher the environmental
sensitivity of the high selection and the lower the environmental
sensitivity of the low selection. Hence, the high selection made in
the poorest environment has below average environmental sensitiv-
ity while that made in the best environment has above average
environmental sensitivity. For the low selections the relationship
between the quality of the selection environment and the
sensitivities of the resulting selections is the reverse of that for the
high selections.

(b) Selections made in an average environment or on average perform-
ance in all environments have intermediate levels of environmental
sensitivity.

(c) The mean performance of the high selection made in the average
environment is higher than those of the high selections made in the
two extreme environments. Similarly, the mean performance of the
low selection made in the average environment is lower than those
of the low selections made in the two extreme environments. The
superiority of the selections made in the average environment is
shared and only marginally improved upon by making the selections
on the basis of average performance over all 15 environments.

4. Cociusioris
For characters such as final height in the cross of varieties 1 and 5 of N.

rustica where there are heritable differences in environmental sensitivity
which are at least in part independent of those for mean performance
(Perkins and Jinks, 1968 and 1973) the environment in which selections
are made automatically determines the environmental sensitivities of the
resulting selections. The relationship between the selection environment
and the environmental sensitivity of the selections is predictable by the
rules laid down by Jinks and Connolly (1975) and summarised in section 1.

For final height in the Vi x V5 cross the mean performance of the
selections are also affected by the selection environment, the selections
made in the average environment being the most successful over all environ-
ments (table 1). The explanation is simple. Most of the 15 environments,
on the criteria used (section 2) are close to the average, 8 of them occupying
the middle fifth of the range. For this reason the high and low selections
made in the average environment are the highest and lowest in 9 and 5 of
the environments, respectively. In contrast the high and low selections
made in the extreme environments are, with one exception, the highest
and lowest in the selection environment only, the exception being the high
selection in the best environment which is also the highest in one other
environment.

Finally, comparison of the mean performances and environmental
sensitivities of the high and low selections (table 1) throws a new light on
the widely reported "scalar relationship" generated by high performance
being associated with high sensitivity (high variance) and low performance
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with low sensitivity (low variance). Between the high and low selections
made in the poorest environment the relationship is hardly noticeable and
indeed they do not differ significantly in their environmental sensitivities.
This relationship is, however, most marked between the selections made
in the best environment and to a lesser extent by those made in an average
environment. The familiar scalar relationship is not, therefore, merely a
statistical consequence of the differences in the means of high and low
selections. It is rather a consequence of the relationships between the
genetic systems controlling mean performance and environmental sensitiv-
ities and between the environments in which selection is practised and the
environments in which the properties of the selections are observed.

The importance of taking into account the environments in which
selections will be raised when choosing the environments in which the
selections will be made has long been appreciated. Our observations show
that the reasons for doing so are more profound than are generally recog-
nised.
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